14th “Best Practice in Citizens’ Participation” Award
Application Form

PART 1: BASIC DATA
Title of the experience: Humanizing the Budget Process
Name of the city/region: City of Durham
Country: United States of America
Institution presenting the candidacy: City of Durham
Start date of the experience: 8/2018
End date of the experience: 6/30/20 (PB Durham Cycle 1 is a continuation)
Type of candidacy

New experience

Type of experience

Participatory budgeting

Objective of the
experience

To achieve higher levels of equality in terms of participation and to
incorporate diversity as a criterion for inclusion
Community empowerment
To empower non-organised citizens
To connect different tools of participation within a participatory
democracy “ecosystem”
To improve the effectiveness and efciency of the mechanisms of
participatory democracy
To improve the quality of public decision-making through the
mechanisms of participatory democracy
To improve the evaluation and accountability of the mechanisms
of participatory democracy

Territorial area

All the territory

Thematic area

Governance
Education
Transport
Urban management
Health
Security
Environment and/or urban agriculture
New social movements and associationism
Culture
Housing
Job creation
Decentralization
Local development
Training/learning
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Economy and/or fnances
Legal regulations
Social inclusion

PART 2: DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIENCE
Objectives
Main objective of the innovative experience:
To create a democratic process which engages residents on how to spend a portion of the
city’s budget.
How have you achieved this objective?
The implementation of PB Durham Cycle 1 which included over 500 project proposals and
over 10,000 resident voting in the frst ever PB process.
To what extent has this objective been achieved?
Projects were evaluated and scored based upon equity, impact and feasibility. Residents that
were involved in the process were diverse.

Dimensions of the experience
Which is the most innovative aspect of the experience?
To truly understand Participatory Budgeting (PB) Durham, it is important to know a little
about Durham and its history. The city of Durham has approximately 275,000 residents. The
racial composition of the city is 43% white, 41% black, 14% Hispanic, etc. In U.S history,
African Americans, Native Americans, and other minority groups experience many injustices
that adversely impacted these communities. Because Durham has always had prominent
African-American culture, it is ftting to speak about blacks and their history. Many Africans
were brought to the U.S against their will to provide free labor, which ultimately resulted in
slavery. The enslavement of African Americans led to the bloodiest war, Civil War, which was
a fght against the north versus south. Ultimately the north prevailed, which led to the
emancipation of slaves; however, many African-Americans did not experience true freedom
during the Reconstruction period especially in the southern states. In the southern region of
the United States, Jim Crow laws were state and local laws that hindered the progress of
African Americans during this time, which resulted in racial segregation and many injustices.
All were enacted in the late 19th and early 20th centuries by white Democratic-dominated
state legislatures to disenfranchise and remove tireless political and economic gains made
by African-Americans during this period. In addition, during this period many blacks
witnessed intimidation and many were killed.
During this period in Durham, there was a beacon of hope, where African-American
communities were thriving in many aspects of day to day life. According to the North
Carolina Ofce of Archives and History, Parrish Street in Durham was the hub of African
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American business activity. Moreover, the four-block district was known as “Black Wall
Street,” a reference to the district of New York City that is home to the New York Stock
Exchange, which is a worldwide known fnancial hub. Parrish Street bordered the Hayti
community, Durham’s main African American residential district, and the two districts
together served as the center of black life in Durham. In 1906, the North Carolina Mutual Life
Insurance Company, the nation’s largest black-owned insurance company, moved its
headquarters to Parrish Street. It was later joined by the Mechanics and Farmers Bank, and
the founder of North Carolina Mutual also invested in real estate and textiles. National
prominent black leaders W. E. B. DuBois and Booker T. Washington both visited the city, in
1910 and 1912, respectively, and praised black entrepreneurship and the tolerance of whites.
In the 1960s, urban renewal wiped out much of Hayti and Durham’s black business
community, but by that time, Parrish Street’s heyday had passed.
Even though Durham experienced some successes, the systemic injustices and inequalities
adversely impacted the successes that were made during a time of progress. Due to
Durham's resiliency, residents continued to fght for equality and this was apparent during the
Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s. African-Americans, whites, and others fought
for equal rights for African-Americans and key federal legislation was passed in an attempt to
right the wrongs of the past. In modern day, Durham is a vibrant and progressive city that
continues to strive to become a more inclusive city not just for African-Americans but for the
city's growing Hispanic/Latinx community, LGBTQ community, and others.
Durham
recognizes that there are still some inequities for certain underserved residents, groups and
communities. More importantly, Durham is at the forefront of addressing these inequities
that are impacting the most vulnerable communitiesIn an effort to address these inequities
and attempt to right these wrongs, the PB Steering Committee put forth these goals in which
PB Durham was to address:
1. Projects that serve the most marginalized communities are implemented as a result of this
process.
2. Build greater equity throughout the City of Durham by allocating resources in ways that
correct past harm.
3. Engage more diverse populations in making decisions about how resources are used.
4. Increase overall engagement in decision making in the city of Durham.
Once the aforementioned goals were set by the PB Steering Committee, the outreach and
engagement strategy was developed to attempt to accomplish these goals. The outreach
strategy consisted of identifying underserved communities based upon median income and
also racial makeup. The innovative aspect to this approach was to “meet people where they
are”. This approach was extremely vital when speaking with these communities regarding the
needs in their communities. PB staff worked closely with DataWorks, City of Durham
independent data provider, to use data to assist with targeting underserved communities.
Heat maps were critical in identifying these underserved neighborhoods and ensuring that
these individuals had a voice in the process. The City Council also understood the
importance of including young people because these individuals are not traditionally at the
table when decisions are being made especially on how to spend a public budget. Moreover,
that is why it was critical that PB staff partnered with the DPS administration to integrate PB
into DPS’ social studies curriculum. Students had the opportunity to partake in a mock PB
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process to educate them about the overall process. Ultimately these students had the
opportunity to submit project proposals, develop projects and vote on these projects.
The innovation was not solely based upon using technology because PB Durham used
several technological platforms; however, the innovation was using data and meeting people
where they were.

To what extent is the procedure transferable?
As stated before, the key to the overall success of PB Durham was meeting individuals where
they are. A well developed and intentional outreach and engagement strategy is vital in
ensuring that marginalized communities and non-traditional voters have the opportunity to
participate. In the case of PB Durham, the outreach and engagement strategy served as a
roadmap to addressing the PB Steering Committee goals. In addition, the strategy consisted
of identifying underserved communities based upon median income, racial makeup, age
demographics, specifc amenities, etc. This approach was extremely vital when speaking
with these communities regarding the needs in their communities. PB staff worked closely
with DataWorks, a City of Durham independent data provider, to use data to assist with
targeting underserved communities. Heat maps were used as a visual to better understand
the lack of resources and what demographic resided in those particular areas.
One of the most important aspects of the process was building relationships with
neighborhood groups/leaders, nonprofts and regular residents to start conversations about
the needs in their communities. PB staff and volunteers met residents where they were, such
as engaging residents at bus stations/bus stops, Hispanic grocery stores and banks,
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churches, social services facilities, courthouse, justice involved individuals that were
incarcerated, etc. We also partnered with Durham Public Schools to incorporate the PB
process in their social studies curriculum for middle and high school studies. Many social
studies teachers had the opportunity to teach students about their needs in their
communities, allowing them to understand the role that they can play in improving their
communities.
In summation, the aforementioned strategies are transferable because it truly takes learning
about the history of the underserved communities/populations through using data, building
relationships, and most importantly meeting these individuals where they are.
Why do you consider that the experience is feasible?
It is based upon using data to develop your outreach and engagement strategy. This should
include data that represents underserved communities and meeting these individuals where
they are. Most importantly, it is critical to identify community partners who have a true
understanding of the history of the community. For the most part, residents tend to have a
mistrust towards the government because of what has previously been made, so the
outcome may not have been shared or perceived amongst residents. Building trust is critical
in building lasting relationships. That is why the City Council appointed community leaders in
their Wards (which represented the makeup of Durham) to serve on the PB Steering
Committee which was the frst step of building trust amongst the community.
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How has the experience been coordinated with other actors and processes?
PB Durham has been extremely successful by working closely alongside community
partners. PB staff was able to identify community leaders in marginalized communities to
better understand the needs of residents. Relationships then materialized in conversations
with pastors, black and Hispanic radio stations, home associations, non-proft executives,
black barber shops, senior living facilities, DPS, city departments, North Carolina Central
University (Historically Black University) External Affairs department, and the Durham
Technical Community College. The City management and the City Council also played an
important role in support of the implementation of PB Durham.

What has been the level of co-responsibility?
Because 2018 was the frst year of the implementation of PB in Durham, the City Council was
bold in allowing residents to decide how to spend $2.4 million of the city’s $500 million
overall budget. Please note that this percentage is the highest percentage of PB funds
compared to the overall budget in the U.S. Due to this bold move, the City Council was
serious about ensuring that residents had a say so on how to spend a portion of the city’s
budget. Nonprofts, NCCU, DPS, Durham Technical Community College, Durham Housing
Authority, home associations, Durham Bulls (minor baseball team), community leaders,
churches and residents eventually understood this bold move and felt as though they had a
chance to really improve their community. Over 500 project proposals were submitted and
over 10,000 residents 13 and older voting in PB Durham for the frst time.
● NCCU allowed college students to serve as budget delegates and help develop
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projects.
● Durham Tech allowed voting stations on campus.
● Durham Housing Authority informed residents about submitted project ideas and
voting in the process.
● Home associations allowed PB staff to speak at monthly meetings regarding PB
Durham.
● Churches invited PB staff and volunteers to speak to their congregation and held
voting at their churches.
● DPS integrated PB Durham in their social studies curriculum and held voting stations
at middle and high schools.
● Nonprofts informed and educated constituents about PB Durham and send out
information through their list servers (email contacts).
● Durham Bulls baseball team (organization) allowed PB Durham to feature PB voting
video to spectators about voting.
Which evaluation and accountability mechanisms were used?
Transparency of PB Durham was critical to understanding PB Durham successes and also
gaps. In addition, that is why PB staff decided to pick NCCU Public Administration to serve as
the third party evaluator of the process. Some of the key fndings in the report included:
“Findings of this evaluation report include strong evidence of success in PB Cycle 1 in
meeting key metrics, as well as progress towards the identifed goals and demonstration of
successful capacity building through novel community engagement activities. Durham’s PB
process was very successful in generating new practices for resident engagement with the
city. More than 500 projects were generated during the idea collection phase, and more than
10,000 Durham residents voted on proposed projects.
Further, the process engaged more than 120 formal
volunteers as part of the process. The majority of
volunteers (65%) responding to the survey stated that,
after their experiences with PB Durham, they would be
likely to volunteer with the City again. Participants
generally reported the process was accessible and
easy to engage with, though there are opportunities for
improvement and continued attention to equity”. The
full report is here.
There are several winning projects that are being
implemented or have been implemented such as:
● Providing funding for Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math (STEM) programming
for underserved kids in Wards 1 and 3.
● Approximately 1,500 trees were planted in underserved neighborhoods in Ward 1.
● Bus stops have been installed in marginalized communities in Ward 2
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● Approximately $100,000 worth of funding towards expanding mental health services
for Hispanic population in Durham
Please note that PB Durham is not a perfect process; however, we understand that there are
pressing needs in underserved communities. PB Durham is not the complete answer to the
entire needs of communities; however, PB Durham can serve as a stepping stone and
addressing some of these needs and facilitating a much larger conversation.
Annexes:
Video
Third-Party Evaluation Participatory Budgeting Cycle 1
Web "PB Durham"
Twitter "PB Durham"
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